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TRUSSARDI
The contemporary italian lifestyle brand

The story of Trussardi, is a story of innovation, exploration, and of pushing boundaries, bringing a 
comprehensive vision of Italian style to a global market. The story begins in 1911 in Bergamo, when Dante 
Trussardi started a luxury glove business.

The company rapidly became one of the most highly regarded in the world, supplying the British Royal 
Family.

In the 1960s Nicola Trussardi, Dante’s grandson, took over, with a vision to create Italy’s first lifestyle 
brand. The company rapidly extended its product offering, bringing suitcases, handbags, and homeware 
to market.

Innovations in product and business were part of the DNA of the brand. In 1984 in Piazza Duomo, Trussardi 
was the first brand to open a fashion show to the public. The tradition continued, with unique public 
spaces being used to stage the show, from Milan Central Station to the Palazzo Della Borsa, forging a 
unique collection with the Milanese public.

The 80s saw Trussardi launch ready-to-wear, while collaborating with some of the most prestigious Italian 
firms, from Alitalia to Garelli, from Agusta to Alfa Romeo, to cement their reputation as the definitive 
expression of Italian style.

Constant innovation in fabric and techniques kept the firm at the centre of contemporary Italian design 
and fashion. It’s tradition of craft technique brought treatments to leather to achieve a signature softness 
and make it unmistakably Trussardi.

Cultural collaborations followed, in theatre and the arts, participating in the staging of events at Verona 
Arena, Castello Sforzesco and many more.

Trussardi Alla Scala was another first flagship building in the fashion world that hosts not only showrooms 
and boutiques but a Michelin-starred restaurant; just one more facet of Trussardi, the original Italian 
lifestyle brand.
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TRUSSARDI ALLA SCALA
Built from 1874 to 1876 as a residential mansion, it was converted into a hotel in 1905 and remained the 
temporary residence of artists performing at the famous Alla Scala Theatre for a long time.

Bought by Trussardi in 1989, the Palazzo was officially opened in 1996, after a refurbishment carried out 
under the supervision of Architect Pierluigi Cerri (Studio Gregotti & Associati).

Since then, this late-19th century architecture has been a combination of historical traits and architectural, 
technological, contemporary, and innovative solutions, achieved through the coexistence of different 
environments and functions creating an ideal link between fashion, entertainment, culture, and costume. 
A territory open to the interaction with different experiences.

The core of the project for the refurbishment of Palazzo Trussardi Alla Scala was, in fact, transforming the 
building into a multifunctional space, an ideal open territory that Trussardi shares with and returns to the 
Milan people offering the opportunity to use its spaces.

As the headquarters of the Trussardi image, Palazzo Trussardi Alla Scala encompasses the key features 
of the Trussardi brand’s philosophy: dynamicity, strong inclination towards novelties and change, cultural, 
aesthetic, and intellectual awareness.

Located in the historical and cultural centre of Milan, the building is conceived as a catalyst/diffuser of 
new and different aesthetic principles. It is the first “concept store” in Italy, a multifunctional anticipating 
structure whose identity is preserved through ongoing renewal and focus on trends.

The Trussardi alla Scala flagship store on Piazza della Scala is the symbol of Trussardi’s contemporary 
lifestyle and its eclectic spirit. The boutique designed with the Creative Direction by Gaia Trussardi, which 
covers a surface area of 250 square meters on one level, harmoniously accommodates Trussardi and 
Trussardi Jeans apparel and accessories for men and women.
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